Sparse Reconstruction of Fluorescence Molecular Tomography Using Variable Splitting and Alternating Direction Scheme.
Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) is a novel imaging modality for three-dimensional preclinical research and has many potential applications for drug therapy evaluation and tumor diagnosis. However, FMT presents an ill-conditioned and ill-posed inverse problem, which is a challenge for its tomography reconstruction. Due to the importance of FMT reconstruction, it is valuable and necessary to develop further practical reconstruction methods for FMT. In this study, an efficient method using variable splitting strategy as well as alternating direction strategy (VSAD) was proposed for FMT reconstruction. In this method, the variable splitting strategy and the augmented Lagrangian function were first introduced to obtain an equivalent optimization formulation of the original problem. Then, the alternating direction scheme was used to solve the optimization problem and to accelerate its convergence. To examine the property of the VSAD method, three numerical simulation experiments (accuracy assessment experiment, robustness assessment experiment, and reconstruction speed assessment experiment) were performed and analyzed. The results indicated that the reconstruction accuracy, the reconstruction robustness, and the reconstruction speed of FMT were satisfactory by using the proposed VSAD method. Two in vivo studies, which were conducted by using two nude mouse models, further confirmed the advantages of the proposed method. The results indicated that the proposed VSAD algorithm is effective for FMT reconstruction. It was accurate, robust, and efficient for FMT imaging and was feasibly applied for in vivo FMT applications.